For the sophisticated football fan, These Football Times exists in the open space between the professional game and mainstream media. It’s a movement of writers who’ve lived and loved the game since the 1960s, who focus on journalistic integrity, quality and innovation above all else.

From working with some of the game’s biggest clubs to influential players and media figures, These Football Times has accrued millions of hits and downloads online, as well as tens of thousands of magazine sales. But it’s just the beginning.
ABOUT THE MAGAZINE

Following content-affirming partnerships with the likes of The Guardian, print was the next step in 2016 to forward These Football Times into one of the largest independent sports publishers in the UK.

The bi-monthly magazine is a representation of our best work, featuring award-winning writers, artists and photographers from across the game, in the UK and beyond.

With each issue themed - from country to competition to club - the magazine has proved popular for those looking for authentic football content from start to finish.

In These Football Times magazine, you won’t find fillers; no page is wasted on meaningless content: it’s long-form football writing that captures the greatest stories in the game’s history.

It’s why, since the club series started in early-2019, magazine sales have grown by 53% - and continue to rise, with high retention numbers and sales in 86 countries. With so much more planned, this is just the start.
SOCIAL MEDIA
Verified across all platforms, These Football Times’ social media channels are as engaging as they are honest. With high retention of followers and interactions, from our online content to magazines, and unique social media campaigns to drive growth, this is where our magazine enters the world.

Twitter: 50k
Instagram: 19.5k
Facebook: 19.4k

SALES CHANNELS
In addition to the aforementioned social media channels, the magazine is sold at outlets in 43 countries, from newsstands and online shops to markets and festivals. From the UK and the United States to Japan and Australia, obtaining a copy around the world has never been easier. And if you can’t find one locally, thesefootballtimes.shop is there for you.

NEWSLETTER
The These Football Times newsletter is a non-intrusive way to release our magazine. We don’t email frequently and offer rewards for signing up, keeping it minimal for maximum effect, something surveys we’ve conducted in the past have pointed to. Peoples’ inboxes are cluttered enough without meaningless football content. It’s why the statistics below speak for themselves:

29.1k | LIST SIZE
32% | OPEN RATE
PRINT QUALITY

Using only the finest ethically-sourced paper, the magazine is printed in the UK on 130gsm paper (300gsm cover). Our printers have been in the business for a number of decades, handling major contracts including the NHS and a range of professional football clubs.

Quality is at the heart of everything we do. It’s why These Football Times is distinct: it doesn’t feel like anything else.

ADVERTISING

These Football Times only work with a small number of advertisers per issue, in part to ensure we can recruit the very best the game has to offer. Moreover, the brands we are closely aligned with are also in the game: from Nike and Classic Football Shirts to COPA90 and Dugout. For ad information, contact: support@thesefootballtimes.co

ETHICS

These Football Times have, in the past and to this day, been offered significant sums by the gambling industry to advertise in the magazine. Each time, their offers have been turned down. That’s because we care about the game, but most of all we care about our customers. Our ethical responsibility trumps our need to make more money; in that case, we’ll just work harder and find businesses that align with our philosophy. On this, we will never compromise.
TALENT
These Football Times is a celebration of great football writing. But that doesn’t come easy. In a sport dominated by clickbait writing, mainstream media bias and disgruntled fans, frustrated with how their content is delivered to them, we have recruited and retained some of the best freelance writers in the sport. From Telegraph Book of the Year-nominated writers to multi-book published authors, our senior leadership team is as diverse as it is talented.

DIGITAL
These Football Times understand that not everyone likes their product printed. Similarly, the cost of a magazine and its subsequent shipping can prove a burden too great. That’s why our most recent titles are always ready for sale digitally. From start to finish, this is the unique magazine experience in PDF form, readable anywhere and at any time.

PARTNERSHIPS
These Football Times magazine has been featured across the world on a range of platforms. Our unique partnership with The Guardian - now in its sixth year - presents a unique channel to find the magazine. The Barcelona issue was reproduced in its entirety on The Athletic, while Bleacher Report, ESPN, Courier International, China Daily, Channel 4 and the BBC have featured it in the works, both online and video. If it’s good enough for them ...
ABOUT THE WEBSITE

Founded in 2011 with the goal of producing high-quality written content for free, These Football Times remains the doyen of online long-form football content. And, just as in 2011, everything on the website is free, with no plans to change.

Featuring two daily long-form articles, we’ve helped launch the journalism careers of a number of writers. Their future ventures include the likes of MARCA, COPA90, talkSPORT, ESPN, The Guardian and The Athletic.

On thesefootballtimes.co you won’t find your page littered with ads - in fact, we don’t make money off the website. It’s a labour of love, a collection of the best literary minds the game has to offer.

We’ve won awards for our content and partnered with big media online, and we’ve no plans to stop just yet. Driving sales for our magazine and keeping our customers busy day-to-day, the These Football Times website remains the benchmark for independent football content online. Very often imitated, but never bettered.
The home of the ‘original series’, These Football Times has given invaluable opportunities to over 500 writers from around the world, many of whom are given complete creative freedom to produce the best work they can.

Prior to publication, everything is edited consistently to ensure the standard remains high and the author’s work shines. This is what separates us from much of our competition.

It’s why, since 2014, we have partnered with The Guardian, featured almost 40 times with our most unique content to date. Likewise, tens of other media outlets continue to feature our content daily, in their apps, on the website, on their podcasts and on social media.
Since 2013, These Football Times’ podcast network has proved amongst the most popular in the UK, with original topics, big-name guests, experts and analysis.

Started by the late Jim Hart, an early partner at These Football Times, the podcast network has continued to grow, now run by a dedicated team, all of whom form a part of the larger senior leadership team.

Aside from their audio expertise, all three are published authors and have gained a cult following for their podcast work.

With video content on the horizon, this is another string to our media bow.
Like most small businesses, it’s been a process establishing a brand that works.

These Football Times had gone through many iterations of a logo - until we hired Chris Payne in 2019.

Respected across the game, having worked with clubs around the world, his concept was to symbolise both the sophisticated nature of These Football Times and its modern appeal.

What he created has proved to be one of the most popular sports magazine logos in the UK.

Indeed, the Federación Ecuatoriana de Fútbol (Ecuador Football Association) took inspiration from it in the creation of their new logo and branding.
COLLABORATION
SOME OF THE BRANDS WE’VE WORKED WITH AND FEATURED

The Guardian

Roma 1927

adidas

Real Betis

FIFA

Nike

Copa90

Classic Football Shirts

Dugout

Storelli

The Athletic